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About This Game

Casino Blackjack 21 with a TWIST!! Cheat and Play against Cheaters to Win Cash. Cheaters Blackjack updates the Classic
Casino Gambling Game with Cheating, Wild West Type Showdowns, 6 Game Modes and Worldwide Internet Scoring

Leaderboards.

CHEATERS BLACKJACK 21 adds the 'Cheating' twist to the classic game. Cheating steals the next card in the deck and swaps
it with the worst card in your hand *IF* it improves your hand (Improve Hand/Avoid Busting). Play against Cheating CPU

opponents to win match play and compare your scores to other player Worldwide!! CATCH CPU players to prevent them from
cheating to gain advantage. CHEAT to Improve your hand and chances of winning BUT if the CPU players catch you cheating

it could spell trouble since they can challenge you in a Old West type showdown for Cash.

Win hands to increase your Cheat Percent. Use Cheat Percent to CATCH Cheaters or CHEAT to improve your hand. Get ready
to play the classic game like you've never seen it before. You know the rules, You've played the classic game, now try it with
this exciting New Twist - Blackjack 21, Cheating and Wild West Showdowns - Whats not to Like? Compare your scores to

players around the Globe. Good Luck!!

★ CHEAT to Steal/Swap Next Card if Better
★ CATCH CPU Players to Stop them from Cheating.

★ PLAY Multiple Seats to CHEAT Faster. (Each Win Improves Your Odds)
★ DISABLE Cheating for Normal Blackjack Play

★ Colorful HD Player/CPU/Table Graphics
★ WILD WEST Type Caught! CHEATER Showdowns
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★ COMPARE Scores against Players Worldwide
★ 6 Exciting Game Modes - 6 Web LeaderBoards

★ Play Alone or with up to 4 CPU Opponents.
★ Perfect for a Quick Game or Extended Match.

★ EASY to Learn. Use Strategy to Win!!

Cheaters Blackjack 21 plays a 100% fair gambling game. There is NO computer peeking or cheating to gain advantage over the
player. Each 6 deck shuffle is randomized to maintain fairness. Players also can easily DISABLE cheating mode to practice

proper Blackjack gambling strategy in a simulation quality mode.

Steam Notes: Hi fellow Steamers!! Cheaters Blackjack is a program I created because I LOVE Blackjack. Its a reboot of a
PC/Pocket PC app I created years ago. I made the game to play on multiple platforms (so I could enjoy it everywhere!!). All

versions compete using the same scoreboards since no platform has an advantage. It can be played on PC (MAC, Linux coming
soon), Mobile, Tablets and TV against the top scores of people on the other platforms. I tried to create a GUI that works equally

well on all devices and think that CB21 has basically achieved the goal.

Programmed by BlackOpzFX Labs.
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to people who justify buying trash (even on sales) like me in terms of "heck, i coulda bought some candy instead, so why the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 not"

Well, you're better off buying some candy. :(. Interesting concept, very confusing interface. Not recomended for the faint of
heart.

EDIT: Once you get into the game it can be pretty fun though!. The best thing with the game is exploration.Maps are big enough
and you should always be aware for secrets and hidden objects. Shooting mechanics similar to Sniper Elite series, monster
designs are ok but nothing special. Chapters are long if you want to find all hidden objects and bonuses. Respawn mechanism is
so funny. Optimisation is also good enough to play all settings at ultra with GTX 970 at 60 to 70 frames. Overally the game
deserves to play but does it deserve 50$ or 40£? NO. This is not a AAA story based game.. Update:
Please Note that this Review was made when i was just a player and now that im a dev im simply updating this to state that i am
now a dev but this was a review when i was just a player

Game is still be developed so please remember this while buying this

ive played this game and i love it so far the dev is only by him self and he could use more support for the future if he desides to
make games and ill give a list of the stuff i like about the game

pros
base build
active dev
coop pve

cons
this game is only deved by one person
the game needs more content
and hits are somewhat unfair as they are not targeted. X-com terror from the deep (1972) is the anticipated sequel to
1924\u2019s game of the year X-com: Ufo defense and although the name suggests a game about Python Jones plumbing after a
meal containing 98% cabbage it is instead about cheating ****ing crab people.
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I don't know what I was expecting but it wasn't really this. Basically you're sitting on a couch with a remote in your hand
watching TV. Do you really need a VR experience for this?

Well, it's not really TV. It's just youtube videos, and I didn't see any way to log in so you get to watch whatever youtube shows to
people who don't log in.

I think there's a lot of room for improvement here. I know it's a seated experience, but they could let you get up and look around
the room a bit... maybe open a virtual fridge to grab a virtual beer so you can be a virtual alcoholic. Maybe you can use the little
telescope to peep at chicks changing clothing in front of open windows or something.

I was hoping for a little more than "Virtual youtube player". As a result, I'm gonna have to give this a thumbs down.

It does give you a little imaginary "man cave" to sit in while you watch, but there's really nothing to do except watch youtube..
Been almost a month, haven't received the artbook, contacted support, nothing happened.. ok this game is not the same as sacred
1 or 2 but its still a good game for the price get it now while its on sale plenty of levels to play and the good thing is mutliplayer
actually works it works a bit like diablo3 the monsters get harder in multiplayer but it works fine well worth the price at the min.
I got a bug here , event at mine where Tiya and Claris going to mine . Please fix it!

Update: someone on the discussion page knows how to fix that bug, so I give it a thumbs up. You need to understand what you
are paying for when you buy the DLC for Arma 3. You are paying for the 'premium content', primarily meaning assets such as
vehicles, gear, and weapons, to be used in the game, as well as the scenarios and missions built around them to showcase them.
Are they, on their own, technically worth what you are paying for them? that is subjective. Are there mods out there that will
provide similar vehicles and weapons for free? Yes.

However, the reason I paid for the DLC, is based on the fact that with each DLC release, also came a platform update, that
while free to everyone, certainly took time and effort to make. The value of both of these things, the 'free' platform updates, and
the 'paid' premium content that accompanied them, when added together, was worth sending some money Bohemia's way,
largely as a 'thank you' for continuing to support the game and community.

A game that facilitates such a strong modding community has to compete against that same community when it releases
expansion content, especially paid content. By providing the platform updates for free, and even enabling things like the
advance helicopter model and sling loading capability to modders, Bohemia has shown that they are more concerned about
making the experience better for everyone, and getting paid on the side.

Please don't call Bohemia stingy or cheap. They are not requiring you to pay for the content to keep playing with everyone else,
or to even gain the benefits of the platform updates included with each DLC. They are very up front with what is included in
each DLC, both in what you get if you buy the premium content, and what you get for free either way.

Make up your own mind on if you are willing to, in my opinion, donate some money to the continued development of Arma,
while also receiving some vehicles, guns, and gear. To me, it was well worth it.. This is a still somewhat limited descent clone. It
shows promise... ONCE you discover that the game is more that that opening where it seems it is an endless loop of random
ships being thrown at you on a barren landscape. After a lot of initial frustration I finally got myself into the route. it gave me
one hour or so of entertainment, so I think it was worthy the invested money (R$ 6?)...

Suggestion to the dev: 1) provide a compass;
2) provide some mapping, or better visual hints of where we are supposed to go and what must be done.
3) to travel that maze without proper maps (like descent) is very difficult, specially with random spawns (that is the case, right?)
... I understand maps are difficult... but what about breadcrumbs? (some markers we can simply shoot from the ship, they stick
somewhere, and have them at the HUD, pointing where they are, for example).... Fantastic top down shooter game, AND IT
RUNS ON WINDOWS XP! Don't let the requirements fool you, this game could prolly run on a toaster and still run great. Just
wish there was more people online to play against! So do your part, buy a 4 pack, and get your friends on it!. This is really fun.
Of course it is like the game in Valve's Lab. And astonishingly the devs ommitted a few interesting things like exploding barrels
and hot oil. Nobody knows why. Maybe copyright issues :-D

Still it is a nice one, although the controls are slightly worse than in Valve's game. But for whatever reason I liked this game
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more, I think it is because the setting, It feels right to be there on the castles's wall in the night when the monsters show up.

My daughter (8) likes it as well. She does not care much about aminig but she is quick when shooting, so she does a fairly good
job and wants to play whenever possible.

So we have a lot of fun with the game and it is worth the money. If you decide to give it a try, do not give up after five minutes
just because bow and arrow feel unnatural. You will get used to it ant then it really is ok.
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